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Abstract. In this paper will shall consider algorithm for 
solving problems of the following form: Abstract 
problem: given a closed subset T of a Banach space B, 
construct points in T which have property P. In the case 
of nonlinear programming problems and discrete  

optimal control problems the space B will be nℜ , while 
in the case of the continuous optimal control problems, 
the space  B will be either 2L  or ∞L . Points with the 
property  P will either be optimal for one of this 
optimization problems, or else they satisfy some 
optimality condition. Will call points in T with the 
property P, desirable. We shall always assume the T 
contains desirable points.  
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The simplest algorithms for computing desirable points 
in a closed subset T of B utilize a search function  

TT:a → and  a stop rule 1T:c ℜ→ , and 
are of the following form: 
 

1. Algorithm Model. 1T:c,TT:a ℜ→→  
Step 0. Compute a Tz0 ∈ . 
Step 1. Set   i = 0. 
Step 2. Compute ).z(a i  
Step 3. Set  )z(az i1i =+ . 
Step 4. If ),z(c)z(c i1i ≥+ stop; else, set 1ii += and go 
to step 2. 
 
We shall now show what one can hope to compute with 
such an algorithm. 
 

2. Theorem. Suppose that  
(i) )(c ⋅  is either continuous at all non-desirable 

points Tz∈ , or else c(z) is bounded from 
below for ;Tz∈  

(ii) for every ;Tz∈  which is not desirable, there 
exists an 0)z( >ε and a 0)z( <δ such that  

 
3. 0)z()'z(c))'z(a(c <δ≤−  for all  

)),z(,z(B'z ε∈ where 
{ })z(z'zTz))z(,z(B ε≤−∈=ε B  

 
Then, either the sequence { }iz construct by algorithm 1 
is finite and its next to last element is desirable, or else it 
is infinite and every accumulation point of }z{ i is 
desirable. 
 
Proof. We begin with the observation that – by negation 
– (ii) implies that if 
 

4. )z(c))z(a(c ≥  
then z is desirable. 
 
Now, suppose the sequence }z{ i is finite, i.e., 

{ }.z,z...z,z}z{ 1kk10i +=  Then by step 4 
),z(c)z(c k1k ≥+  and hence from 4, kz is desirable. 

Now suppose that the sequence }z{ i is infinite, and that 
it has a subsequence which converges to the point 'z . 
We express this as 'zzi → for Ki∈ , { },...2,1,0K ⊂ . 
Assuming that 'z  is not desirable, there exist an ,0'>ε a 

,0'<δ and a Kk∈ such that for all ,Ki,ki ∈≥ , 
  
 5. ''zz i ε≤− B  
and  
 6. ')z(c)z(c i1i δ≤−+ . 
Hence, for any two consecutive points jii z,z + of the 

subsequence, with ki ≥ (and )K)ji(,i ∈+  we must have 
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Now, for Ki∈ , the monotonically decreasing sequence 

)z(c i must converge either because )(c ⋅ is continuous at 
'z  or else because c(z) is bounded from below on T. But 

this is contradicted by 6, which shows that the sequence 
)z(c i is not a Cauchy sequence for Ki∈ , and hence the 

theorem must be true.  
 



A somewhat more sophisticated and useful model is 
obtained by substituting for the search function 

TT:a → of algorithm 1 a set – valued search function 
A mapping T into the set of all nonempty subsets of T 
(which also uses a stop rule 1T:c ℜ→ ). 
 
 
 8. Algorithm Model. ,2T:A T→ 1T:c ℜ→  
Step 0. Compute a Tz0 ∈ . 
Step 1. Set  i = 0. 
Step 2. Compute a point ).z(Ay i∈  
Step 3. Set .yz 1i =+  
Step 4. If ),z(c)z(c i1i ≥+ stop; else, set i = i+1 and go to 
step 2. 
 
 9. Theorem. Consider algorithm 8. Suppose 
that  
(i) )(c ⋅ is either continuous at all non-desirable 

points Tz∈ , or else c(z) is bounded from 
below for ;Tz∈  

(ii) for every Tz∈ which is not desirable, there 
exist an 0)z( >ε and a 0)z( <δ such that. 

 
10. 0)z()'z(c)"z(c <δ≤−  

for all T'z ∈ such that )z(z'z ε≤− B , and 

for all )'z(A"z ∈ . 
 
Then, either the sequence { }iz  constructed by algorithm 
8 is finite and its next to last element is desirable, or else 
it is infinite and every accumulation point of { }iz  is 
desirable.  
 
Proof. We begin with the observation that (ii) of  8 
implies that if )z(c)'z(c ≥ for at last one )z(A'z ∈ , then 
z is desirable.  Now, the proof is similar to proof of the 
algorithm 1.  
 
Remark. The reader should be careful not to read more 
statements of the above convergence theorems than they 
actually say. Note that these theorems state only that if a 
convergent subsequence exists, then its limit point will 
be desirable. To ensure that accumulation points exist, it 
is necessary to make some additional assumptions. For 
example, one may assume that the set T is compact, or 
that the set { })z(c)z(cTz 0≤∈  is compact where 0z  is 
the starting point for the algorithm. The reason for not 
including such assumptions in the statement of theorems 
such as 2 and 9 is that it is usually better to determine 
whether an algorithm will produce compact sequence by 
examining the algorithm in the light of the specific 
problem to which one wishes to apply it. 
 
The convergence theorems 2 and 9 can be thought of as 
being extensions of  Lyapunov’s  second method for the 
study of the stability of dynamical systems described by 
difference equations. 
 

Algorithms 1 and 8 make sense if one can compute the 
point )z(az i1i =+ , or a point )z(Az i1i ∈+ , in a 
practically acceptable manner.  
 
Now, one often invents algorithms of the form 1 or 8 in 
which the calculation of  )z(a i , or of points in the set 

),z(A i  cannot be carried out in any practical manner. 
For example, the computation of such a point may 
require us to find the limit point of a sequence which we 
must first construct. As we have already mentioned, to 
resolve the practical difficulty this introduces, we must 
introduce suitable truncation, or approximation 
procedures. We shall now describe a few approximation 
procedures. 
 
The most simple-minded approach to introducing a 
truncation procedure into algorithm 1 is to define an 
approximations set 
 
 11. { }ε≤−∈= B)z(ayTy)z(Ai  where  

Tz,0 ∈≥ε . 
 
We can then modify 1 as follows: 
 
Algorithm Model. Suppose that an 00 >ε is given 
Step 0. Compute .Tza 0 ∈  
Step 1. Set  i = 0. 
Step 2. Set .0ε=ε  
Step 3. Compute a ).z(Ay ii∈  
Step 4. If ,)z(c)y(c i ε−≤−  set ,yz 1i =+ set i=i+1 and 
go to step 2; else, set 2/ε=ε  and  go to step 3. 
 
Convention: In all algorithms, a sequence of commands 
such as “set” appearing in the instructions of a step, must 
be executed in the order in which they occur in the 
instructions. 
 
The above algorithm will never stop after a finite 
number of iterations, since no stop commands are 
included. One of two things will occur. Either algorithm 
12 will construct an infinite sequence { },z i  or else it will 
jam up at a point kz and cycle between steps 3 and 4, 
dividing ε  by 2 at each cycle. 
 
We shall now show what king of points one can compute 
using algorithm 12. 
 
 13. Theorem. Suppose that the search function 

)(a ⋅  in 12 and the stop rule )(c ⋅ in step 4 of algorithm 12 
satisfy condition (ii) of theorem 2 and that )(c ⋅ is 
uniformly continuous on T. Then either algorithm 12 
jums up a desirable point after a finite number of 
iterations, or else it constructs an infinite sequence 

}z{ i and every accumulation point of this sequence is 
desirable. 
 



Proof. Suppose that the algorithm jammed up at the 
point .z k Then it must be cycling between steps 3 and 4, 
producing in this process a sequence of vectors 

,...2,1,0j,y j =  in T such that  j
0kj 2/)z(ay ε≤−

B
 

and j
0kj 2/)z(c)y(c ε−>− . Hence, as 

),z(ay,j kj →∞→  and since )(c ⋅ is assumed be 

continuous, we must have ),z(c))z(a(c kk ≥ i.e., kz is 
desirable. 
 
Now suppose that the sequence }z{ i is infinite and that 

'zzi →  for ,...}2,1,0{Ki =∈ , with 'z  a non-desirable 
point. Then there exists an integer Kk∈  such that for 

,ki,Ki ≥∈  
 14. 0',''zzi >εε≤− B  
and 
 15. 0'')z(c))z(a(c ii <δδ≤−  
where 'ε in 14 and 'δ  in 15 satisfy condition (ii) of 
theorem 2 with respect to the point '.z  Now, since )(c ⋅  
is uniformly continuous on T, there must exist an 

0">ε such that 2/'))z(a(c)y(c δ−≤−  for all Tz∈ and 
for all ),z(Ay "ε∈  and hence we must have 
 

16. 2/')z(c)y(c i δ≤−  for all )z(Ay i"ε∈ with 
.ki,Ki ≥∈  

 
Let { }2/',"min~ δ−ε=ε  and let ,2/~ j

0ε=ε where j is an 
integer such that 
 

17.   1j
0

j
0 2/~2/ −ε≤ε≤ε  

Then, for every ,ki,Ki ≥∈  and  for every ),z(Ay i~ε∈  
 
 18.  ε−≥− ~)z(c)y(c i  
 
We therefore conclude that at every ,ki,Ki,zi ≥∈  the 
value of  ε  used in step 3 of  12  to compute the point 

1iz +  will be at least .~ε  Consequently, if  i, i+j are two 
consecutive indices in K, with ,ki ≥  then  
 

19.  02/')z(c)z(c iji <δ<−+ (as in 6)   
 
Consequently, )z(c i cannot converge to )'z(c  which 
contradicts our assumption that )(c ⋅ is continuous. Hence 
the theorem must be true.  
 
By and large, to make sure that a point y is in 

)z(A ε may be almost as difficult as a compute a(z), a 
task we set out to avoid. Hence we are led the using 
approximations similar to ),z(A ε  but ones that do not 
require us to perform difficult tests. We now introduce in 
an algorithm model which generalizes  12 and which has 
a considerably broader range of applications. It 
constitutes a considerably more sophisticated approach 

to the implementation of conceptual algorithms, as will  
become clear from optimal control. 
 
Note that we abuse notation in the use of the symbol A. 
The A in 20 is not the same as the A in 8 and 12.  
 
 20. Algorithm Model. 

,2TR:A T→×+ ).,0(',0,T:c 00
1 ε∈ε>εℜ→  

Step 0. Compute a .Tz0 ∈  
Step 1. Set  i = 0. 
Step 2. Set .0ε=ε  
Step 3. Compute a )z,(Ay iε∈ . 
Step 4. If ,)z(c)y(c i ε−<− set ,yz 1i =+ set i = i+1, and 
go to step 2. 
Step 5. If ,'ε≤ε  perform a test to determine if iz is 
desirable and go to step 6; else, set 2/ε=ε and go to 
step 3. 
Step 6. If iz  is desirable, set i1i zz =+ and stop; else, set 

2/ε=ε  and go to step 3. 
 
 21. Theorem. Consider algorithm 20. Suppose 
that  
(i) )(c ⋅  is either continuous at all non-desirable 

points ,Tz∈  or else c(z) is bounded from 
below for .Tz∈  

 
(ii) for every Tz∈ which is not desirable, there 

exist an ,0)z( >ε  a ,0)z( <δ  and ,0)z( >γ  
such that  

 
22. 0)z()'z(c)"z(c <δ≤−  for all 

)),z(,z(B'z ε∈  for all ),'z,y(A"z ∈  for all )],z(,0( γ∈γ  

where })z(z'zT'z{))z(,z(B ε≤−∈=ε
B

 

Then either the sequence { }iz  constructed by algorithm 
20 is finite and its last element is desirable, or else it is 
infinite and every accumulation point of { }iz  is 
desirable. 
 
Proof. First we must show that algorithm 20 is well-
defined, i.e., that it cannot jam up at a non-desirable 
point kz (It is quite clear that is cannot jam up at a 
desirable point without the stop command in step 6 being 
executed). Thus, suppose that the algorithm jams up at 

kz , a non-desirable point. Then the algorithm must be 
producing an infinite sequence of vectors 

,...,2,1,0j),z,2/(Ay k
j

0j =ε∈   such that 

,2/)z(c)y(c j
0kj ε−>−  which prevents the 

construction of .z 1k+  However, by assumption (ii), since 

kz is not desirable, there exist an ,0)z( k >ε a 
,0)z( k <δ and a 0)z( k >γ  for which 22 holds. Also, 

there exists an integer 0'j > such that 

)},z(,z(min{2/ kk
'j

0 δδ−≤ε and hence, from 22, we 



must have j
0kkj 2/)z()z(c)y(c ε−≤δ≤−  for all 

,'jj ≥ which contradicts our hypothesis that the 
algorithm jammed up at .zk  Consequently, algorithm 20 
is well-defined. 
 
Now, since the construction of a new point 1iz +  can 
only stop when the stop command in step 6 of 20 is 
executed, the case of the sequence }z{ i  being finite is 
trivial. Hence, let us suppose that the sequence }z{ i  is 
infinite and that ,'zzi →  for { },,...2,1,0Ki ⊂∈  where 
the accumulation point 'z  is not desirable.  Then, by (ii), 
there exist an ,0)'z( >ε  a ,0)'z( <δ  and a 0)'z( >γ  for 
which 22 holds. Since 'zzi →  for ,Ki∈  there must 
exist a K'k ∈  such that ))'z(,'z(Bzi ε∈ for all 

,'ki,Ki ≥∈  and there is also an integer k such that 

)}.'z(),'z(min{2/ k
0 γδ−≤ε Hence, for any two 

consecutive points ,'ki,z,z jii ≥+  of the subsequence 

,}z{ Kii ∈  we must have 
 

23. ++−=− −+++ ...)]z(c)z(c[)z(c)z(c 1jijiiji  

.2/)z(c)z(c)]z(c)z(c[ k
0i1ii1i ε−≤−<−+ ++  

 
which shows the sequence ,Ki),z(c i ∈  is not Cauchy 
(i.e., it does not converge). However, ,Ki),z(c i ∈  must 
converge because of assumption (i) and hence we get a 
contradiction. 
 
Remark. In some of the algorithm it is easy to determine 
whether iz is desirable in a process of calculating a 

).z,(Ay iε∈  In such cases step 5 of 20 can be 
eliminated altogether, provided that the test for the 
desirability of iz together with the corresponding stop 
command are incorporated into an expanded version of 
step 3. It should have no difficulty in making a mental 
adjustment for variations of the kind.  
 
Under the assumptions of theorem 21, the algorithm 
below has the same convergence properties as algorithm 
20. 

24. Algorithm Model.  
),,0(',0,T:c,2T:A 00

1T ε∈ε>εℜ→→×ℜ+

)1,0(,0 ∈β>α  
Step 0. Compute a .Tz0 ∈  
Step 1. Set i = 0. 
Step 2. Set .0ε=ε  
Step 3. Compute a ).z,(Ay iε∈  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 4. If  ,)z(c)y(c i αε−≤− set ,yz 1i =+  set 
,1ii += and go to step 2; else, go to step 5. 

Step 5. If ,'ε≤ε  perform a test to determine if iz  is 
desirable and go to step 6;else,set βε=ε and go to step 3. 
Step 6. If iz  is desirable, set i1i zz =+  and stop; else, set 

βε=ε and go to step 3. 
 
In algorithm model 20 and an in its generalization 24, we 
begin each iteration with .0ε=ε In some situation, this 
may prove to be inefficient, since, as iz approaches a 
desirable point ,ẑ  we may be spending too much  time 
in the loop which decreases ε to an acceptable value. 
When this is known to be the case, all we need to do is it 
change the model 24 slightly, as shown below, to make it 
time-variant. 
 
 
 25. Algorithm Model.  

),~,0(',0~,T:c,2T:A 00
1T ε∈ε>εℜ→→×ℜ+  

)1,0(,0 ∈β>α  
Step 0. Compute a .Tz0 ∈  
Step 1. Set i = 0. 
Step 2. Set .~

0ε=ε  
Step 3. Compute a ).z,(Ay iε∈  
Step 4. If ,)z(c)y(c i αε−≤−  set ,yz 1i =+ set i=i+1, and 
go to step 3; else, go to step 5. 
Comment. Algorithm 25 is time-varying, because from 
step 4 we return not to step 2, as in 24, but step 3. 
Step 5. If ,'ε≤ε  perform a test to determine if iz is 
desirable and go to step 6; else, set ,βε=ε  and go to 
step 3.  
Step 6. If iz is desirable, set i1i zz =+ and stop; else, set 

βε=ε and go to step 3.  
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